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DENGUE FEVER - Dr. Delphine Victoria

D

engue fever is a mosquito-borne disease
that occurs in tropical
and subtropical areas
of the world. Mild dengue fever
causes high fever, rash, and muscle
and joint pain. A severe form of
dengue fever, also called dengue
hemorrhagic fever, can cause severe
bleeding, a sudden drop in blood
pressure (shock) and death.
Dengue fever is caused by one of
four different but related viruses. It
is spread by the bite of mosquitoes,
most comm only the mosquito Aedes aegypti, which is
found in tropic and subtropic regions. This includes parts of:

 Joint & Muscle pain
 Nausea
 Swollen lymph nodes
glands
 Vomiting

or

TREATMENT
There is no specific treatment
for dengue fever. You will need
fluids if there are signs
of dehydration. Acetaminophen
is used to treat a high fever.
Avoid taking aspirin.
Dengue Haemorrhagic fever is
a more severe form of the viral
illness.

Symptoms include headache,
fever, rash, and evidence of
 Indonesian archipelago into hemorrhage in the body. Petenortheastern Australia
chiae (small red or purple
 South and Central America
splotches or blisters under the
 Southeast Asia
skin), bleeding in the nose &
 Sub-Saharan Africa
gums and black stools are all
possible signs of haemorrhage.
 Some parts of the Caribbean
This form of dengue fever can
Dengue fever is being seen more be life-threatening and can progress to the most severe form
often in world travelers.
of the illness, known as the
dengue shock syndrome.
SYMPTOMS
Dengue fever begins with a sudden
high fever, often as high as 104 105 degrees Fahrenheit, 4 to 7 days
after the infection. A flat, red rash
may appear over most of the body
2 - 5 days after the fever starts. A
second rash, which looks like the
measles, appears later in the disease.
Infected people may have increased
skin sensitivity and are very uncomfortable.

PREVENTION
& CONTROL

Neither vaccine nor drugs for
preventing infection are available. The bite of one infected
mosquito can result in infection. The risk of being bitten is
highest during the early morning, several hours after daybreak, and in the late afternoon
before sunset. However, mosquitoes may feed at any time
Other symptoms include:
during the day. Aedes mosqui Fatigue
 Headache (especially behind the toes typically live indoors and
are often found in dark, cool
eyes)

places such as in closets, under
beds, behind curtains, and in bathrooms.
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At present, the only method to
control or prevent the transmission
of dengue virus is to combat vector
mosquitoes through:
 preventing mosquitoes from accessing egg-laying habitats by
environmental management and
modification.
 disposing of solid waste properly
and removing artificial man-made
habitats.
 covering, emptying and cleaning
of domestic water storage containers on a weekly basis;
 applying appropriate insecticides
to water storage outdoor containers.
 using of personal household protection such as window screens,
long-sleeved clothes, insecticide
treated materials, coils and vaporizers.
 improving community participation and mobilisation for sustained vector control.
 applying insecticides as space
spraying during outbreaks as one
of the emergency vector control
measures.

“To lengthen thy Life,
lessen thy meals.”
~ Benjamin Franklin
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STEPS TO AVOID FLU IN KIDS THIS SEASON
As your kids get older -- and grow out of that maddening I-must-put-everything-in-my-mouth phase -you can start teaching them habits that will protect
them from germs like cold and flu viruses.
HEALTHY HABIT FOR KIDS:
GETTING IN A ROUTINE
When teaching healthy habits, focus on what's important. You probably don't need to lecture toddlers
on the germ theory of disease. Concepts like contagion are probably too hard to grasp for little kids.
"You really can't teach a preschooler to stay away
from a friend who's coughing," says an expert.
So instead of explaining, the key is to practice and
ritualize some good behaviors. If you make them
systematic, the odds are much better that you kids
will stick with them -- and stay a little healthier as a
result.
“You really can't
teach a preschooler
to stay away from a
friend who's
coughing...”

If you make good habits part of a routine, it all becomes much easier and your kids will do them without thinking.
HEALTHY HABIT FOR KIDS:
HAND WASHING
When it comes to healthy habits for kids, hand
washing is the most important one. To make it
work, it's got to be built into their daily routines.
Parents should make hand washing a ritual, like
brushing their teeth. You don't have to do it so obsessively that their hands get chapped. But you
should always have your kids wash their hands:
 When they arrive at day care or preschool
 Before they eat
 After changes or after using the potty or toilet
 After playing
 As soon as they come in the house -- whether it's
from school or from playing in the yard
The key is consistency. Get them to do it every time.
If you do, your kids might start hand washing automatically. They might even start reminding you if
you forget.
It's also important to do hand washing well. Always
use warm water and soap and spend 15-20 seconds
ideally.
If soap and water aren't available, an alcohol-based
gel will work too. Just make sure that your kids

REFERENCES: www.webmd.com

really scrub their hands for about 20 seconds.
They're done when the gel has completely evaporated.
Of course, some kids will resist hand washing.
What can you do? Here are a few tips.
 Make them do dishes. Lots of toddlers and preschool age kids love playing in the sink. So instead
of getting into a struggle about hand washing, just
stand them on a chair by the sink, give them the
soap and a dish to wash. If they keep at it for a
few minutes, they'll probably get their hands
pretty clean.
 Choose the right soap. A bar of white soap can
seem pretty dull. But if you can find a soap that
catches their attention -- with a fruity smell, or
maybe a cartoon character on the bottle -- you
might have better luck with hand washing. To add
to the mystique, you could make the soap especially for your child's use. Keep it on a high shelf
and take it down only when she needs it.
HEALTHY HABIT FOR KIDS:
OTHER TIPS
Hand washing is the most important, but there
other healthy habits for kids that can reduce the
spread of germs.
Cough into the arm. Many of us were told as kids
to cover our mouths with our hands when we
coughed or sneezed. The problem with that old
advice is that it results in a handful of germs -which are then spread on everything a kid touches.
Experts now recommend that kids -- and adults -cough and sneeze into the crook of their arms. That
way, the germs are less likely to wind up coating
every surface in the room.
Teach by example. As any parent knows, trying to
get a toddler to do something can be maddening.
Asking, or demanding, or begging your kid to adopt
healthy habits might seem hopeless.
But one good strategy to instill healthy habits in
kids is to get your kids to mimic you. Model good
behavior. Make a show of hand washing when you
get home from work -- and do it for the full 20
seconds. Always cough and sneeze into your own
arm. Your kids will probably notice, and over time
it could really have the desired effect.
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OUR SERVICES
SECOND MEDICAL OPINION
We provide a second medical opinion service from independent consultants on our empanelled list of qualified doctors. They provide an unbiased opinion of your current
medical condition with treatments that are required to cure the illness. We request you
to raise a query with us & upload/ attach your current medical diagnosis for us to get
back to you with an opinion&the treatment required. Further, if the patient seeking
opinion opts to go for a treatment in our network hospitals, other details can be provided.

ELECTIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURES
CareAsia brings to you a wide range of elective surgical procedures to choose from at
an affordable cost & uncompromised quality. We have in our network the best hospitals
& surgeons across country who indulge in best surgical practices keeping the quality &
patient safety at forefront. CareAsia would assist you to select a hospital in the preferred
location & would arrange for your travel & stay throughout the treatment as selected.
We would request you to go through our package details for making the best choice for
yourself. We also provide second medical opinion services to enable you to make informed decisions. We also offer customized packages for treatment in India. Apart from
the medical treatment we also offer various value add-ons like customized tourism options & visa & immigration assistance. To avail our services please sign up & create your
profile.
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WELLNESS PROGRAMME (COMPLETE HEALTH CHECK UP)

Do write to us with

Our wellness program offers one of the most comprehensive & thorough medical check
up for assessing your health status. The 360 degree screening investigates your health &
renders detailed consultations with specialists. The detailed examination will not only
identify any ailment you may be suffering from, but also identifies any affliction you
might suffer in the future & recommends remedial action for the same. There will be
consultations after the tests with renowned consultants & guidance for future course of
action if any required.
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ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD MANAGEMENT
The Electronic Medical Record Management system developed by CareAsia is best defined as Your Virtual Health Manager. Salient product features of EMRM are:
1. Unlimited Medical Record Storage of all types whether it be prescriptions, discharge
summaries, digital scan images, imaging reports, or any pathological investigation report.
2. Digitization of Medical Records. The system picks out data from your scanned medical records & digitizes it so as to process your raw information to give you useful information.
3. Customized Reporting. All the reports submitted by users are processed & a summary/detailed report is generated as per the user’s needs.
4. Intelligent Alerts. Once you upload the data, the system processes it using our algorithms & generates alerts, reminders, warnings, etc to assist your healthcare needs
through a very user friendly interface. For example, the CareAsia EMRM system immediately updates your records to show the reports that are out of bounds & what are the
parameters that are off limits or it could update the user about a lab report that might be
very old & would recommend a retest for the same

CareAsia, a brand of Vipul MedCare Pvt. Ltd., promoted by Vipul Group of India is focused on providing supreme healthcare services to patients searching for quality healthcare
options at affordable prices across the globe. It serves as the bridge between patients seeking consultation, treatments, surgeries & top quality hospitals that facilitate efficient healthcare for visiting patients from abroad.
CORPORATE OFFICE
VIPUL MEDCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
534, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE V
GURGAON,
HARYANA—122016
Phone: +91-124-4629830
Fax: +91-124-4699611
E-mail: info@vipulmedcare.com

CareAsia intends to serve by providing value added services to its clients. It would serve
patients beginning from the time the patient enquires from us to the time the patient gets
his/her treatment performed & satisfactorily returns to the country of origin.
CareAsia has a strong presence within India (tie ups with major internationally accredited,
top quality hospitals), which is one of the top destinations for medical tourism. Also, it has
an international presence with offices in the Middle East & South East Asia to be a truly
global organization in this industry.
We at Vipul MedCare strongly encourage patients to sign up with us over the web site or

health services across the globe

contact us to avail the best medical tourism options across the globe. With our 24/7
online support platform, helpdesk, dedicated trained staff, a strong network in the healthcare industry & our excellent IT systems which would act as your life long electronic medical record keeper, we are confident to provide the best services to serve our clients.
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DISCLAIMER
All materials published by Vipul MedCare, including information contained on web site, undergoes review to ensure fair balance, objectivity independence & relevance. The editors of the material herein have consulted sources believed to be reliable in
their efforts to provide information that is complete & in accord with standards at time of publication.
In view of the possibility of human error by the authors, editors or publishers of the material contained herein, neither Vipul
MedCare nor any other party involved in the preparation of this material warrants that the information contained herein is in
every respect accurate or complete, & they are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the
use of such. Readers are encouraged to confirm the information contained with other sources.
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